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Abstract

From Sisterhood to the Senate: The Sorority Experience and Preparing Women for Political Leadership

Kelli Susemihl
Director: Julia Hellwege, Ph.D.

Since the founding of the first Greek organizations in colonial America, fraternities and sororities have aimed to provide communities of support and empowerment for their members. Research on outcomes of sorority participation has shown increased social skills, confidence in leadership, and professional networking and connections. Existing literature surrounding women’s underrepresentation in U.S. politics shows that to bridge the political gender gap, more women need to be encouraged to run for office and have prior political socialization and experience. To compare skills acquired from the sorority experience and preparation for political careers, this study conducts a survey of 274 current and alumnae members of National Panhellenic Conference organizations, asking participants to reflect on how their experience has helped equip them for leadership roles outside of the organization. The results of this survey found that this sample of women’s sorority experiences were consistent with what was found in literature and that their experience helped them acquire technical, social, and leadership skills. Results also demonstrate that sorority life is a successful source of support, empowerment, and professional development during one’s time in higher education. This study can be used to expand programming on values and skills for sorority members, establish the relevance of Greek organizations, and help women understand one way they can develop skills needed to hold public office.
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For the women of 118 N. Plum.
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

On April 28, 1867, twelve women attending Monmouth College in Illinois gathered in a second-floor bedroom to create the first women’s fraternity, I.C. Sorosis, later known in 1888 as Pi Beta Phi.¹ Three years later, in 1870, Bettie Locke was denied full membership in her brother’s fraternity at DePauw University in Indiana, and subsequently created Kappa Alpha Theta, the first women’s organization to refer to itself using Greek letters.² In 1882, Gamma Phi Beta became the first women’s fraternity to utilize the term “sorority,” which has become the common term to distinguish between female Greek organizations and their male counterparts, fraternities.³ These three “firsts” in the world of women’s fraternities and sororities have expanded into the twenty-six women’s-only social organizations in the National Panhellenic Conference (NPC), North America’s sorority system. In these twenty-six organizations are 3,288 chapters located on more than 670 college campuses, with over 400,000 active undergraduate members.⁴

Created with the purpose of uniting like-minded women through their college education, shared values, and social endeavors, these women’s organizations have created environments for women to develop leadership skills, give back to their communities, and be empowered throughout their college education.

Throughout the past 150 years, since the founding of the first women’s fraternity, sororities have maintained their similar commitment to values and cultivating successful

women. According to the National Panhellenic Conference, their organizations strive to create meaningful, supportive relationships among members, based on their core values of friendship, leadership, service, knowledge, integrity, and community.\(^5\) Individual sororities have similar values reflected in their organizations; for example, Alpha Phi’s six core values are sisterhood, service, scholarship, leadership, loyalty, and character.\(^6\) Studies have shown that women in sororities develop higher levels of leadership than women who are unaffiliated.\(^7\) Students in Greek life also tend to have higher rates of socialization and involvement in other extracurricular activities.\(^8\) In addition, although there is no clear relationship defined between higher rates of academic achievement and Greek affiliation, students involved in sororities experienced higher levels of academic support, both from universities and their Greek organizations. Women involved in sororities also have higher rates of involvement in philanthropic efforts and community service.\(^9\) Women are often encouraged to join Greek organizations for the benefits of a “home away from home,” personal and professional development, socialization, and the opportunity to be involved in other campus organizations.\(^10\)

---


Even in 2021, women still face obstacles in becoming involved in U.S. politics, including societal expectations of women, the pressures of maintaining a family life, lack of political ambition, and less familiarity with political environments. However, the social, leadership, and networking skills taught through the sorority experience can assist in political success. In fact, many well-known female politicians and other public figures were involved in sorority life during their undergraduate college experience. For example, current Alaska Senator Lisa Murkowski is a Pi Beta Phi; current Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren is a Kappa Alpha Theta; former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice is an Alpha Chi Omega; former Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg was an Alpha Epsilon Phi; and former California Senator and now U.S. Vice President Kamala Harris is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha. With 76 percent of U.S. Congressional representatives belonging to a Greek chapter, both fraternities and sororities are setting their members up for political success.

Amidst the discussion of benefits of the sorority experience, it is also important to acknowledge contemporary criticism of Greek life. One movement surrounding the criticism of sororities is the “Abolish Greek Life” movement. This movement calls for chapters to disband in order to address their contribution to perpetuating privilege and exclusivity on college campuses, although the movement’s critics argue that this response is incomplete and does not properly solve the issues Greek life has created.

important to acknowledge that Greek life has had an exclusionary past regarding socioeconomic status, race, and other forms of privilege that can make getting a bid to a Greek organization more feasible. While still recognizing the professional and personal benefits that result from participating in Greek Life, critics argue that these opportunities are not available for all college students from different backgrounds.\textsuperscript{14} However, many organizations are taking active steps to combat this history and promote equitable policies in their chapters, such as completely eliminating preferential treatment for the descendants of current and alumnae members, referred to as legacies.\textsuperscript{15} Organizations have also pushed for improvements in diversity by adding diversity and inclusion positions to their leadership teams. Goals of these positions are to create mindfulness surrounding topics of diversity, equity, and inclusion within the chapter, promote awareness of social issues, and build partnerships with external cultural organizations.\textsuperscript{16} Understanding how sororities can set up their members for success post-graduation is vital to combating negative stereotypes surrounding women in Greek life and to help establish their relevance in today’s society. As this paper will demonstrate, sorority life also provides an outlet for women in higher education to empower one another, an environment to develop leadership, communication, and problem-solving skills that can be applied in post-graduate life.

This study explores skills learned throughout the sorority experience as a way women can prepare themselves to run for public office. To do this, I reviewed literature

\textsuperscript{14}Chang, "Separate but Unequal," The Century Foundation.
\textsuperscript{16}Director Diversity and Inclusion: Pilot Chapter Officer Job Description (Pi Beta Phi Fraternity for Women, 2020), 1.
on the outcomes of sorority involvement and women in politics. I then conducted a survey of 274 women who are currently or have previously been involved in a sorority, asking participants to reflect upon how their experience has helped equip them for leadership roles outside of the organization. I asked questions about encouragement, empowerment, and skills-acquisition within their chapter, as well as asking them to rank skills they had learned from their experience. I then assessed the responses to the survey to existing literature and found that the responses of my participating women were consistent with this research. From these responses, I also found that sorority participation can provide members with experiences that literature says are important for women in politics, such as familiarity with leadership and encouragement to run. Styles of leadership for women were also consistent between survey responses and other research, demonstrating that the professional and leadership skills learned in the sorority experience can prepare women to both run for and hold political office. This study is important to sorority women, and women as a whole, as it helps understand one way to develop the skills necessary for successful political leadership. This study is also important in establishing the relevance of Greek life in today’s higher education environment. The results of this research demonstrate that sorority life is a successful source of support, empowerment, and professional development during one’s time in higher education.
CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter will cover existing literature on sorority history, outcomes of sorority participation, obstacles for women in politics, and preparing women to run and hold political office. Literature exploring the history of sororities focuses on their desire to create social organizations that were for women, not just men, as well as their commitment to holding their members to a higher standard of values. Research studying the effects of participation in Greek life explores both positive and negative effects of participating in these organizations, in areas such as leadership, socialization, and academics. Research studying women in politics focuses on obstacles in comparison to men, incentives to run for political office, and styles of leadership.

Survey of Sorority History

Understanding the history of sororities and their expansion, culture, and organizational structures is critical to the study of these groups as values-based organizations. Greek life in higher education began with the founding of men’s organizations called fraternities. Men’s fraternities have their roots in college life in colonial America, as students congregated in large communities to gain an education. At the time, learning at universities was primarily based on the English-style of learning of memorization and repetition, and little discussion was permitted in the classroom. During this period, college administration served as parental substitutes for university students; there were strict rules and curfews regarding socialization, studying, and eating and drinking. In retaliation to their rigid university structure, students formed extracurricular, off-campus student organizations that could revolve around topics such

\[\text{\textsuperscript{17}}\text{Torbenson, "From the Beginning," 16.}\]
as religion, sharing ideas and poetry, and smoking and drinking. The most important and influential of these organizations were literary societies, which spiked in popularity in 1760. These organizations, usually two to three per campus, competed with each other for members, taught their members skills in speaking and writing, and used secret rituals, mottos, and badges. On December 5, 1776, five male students at the William and Mary College in Virginia formed Phi Beta Kappa, the first organization to use Greek letters in its name. After Kappa Alpha Society, Sigma Phi, and Delta Phi were founded in the late 1820s, fraternity life became firmly established in American university culture as the movement expanded to colleges around the country. With the creation of fraternities, the concept of creating like-minded social groups to encourage their members in their endeavors was born.

Creation of Women’s Only Organizations

Sororities, first known as women’s fraternities, began as the female counterparts of fraternities and were a way for women to enjoy similar benefits of these male social organizations. As more women began to attend college in the 1830s, many prominent universities became coeducational, but women continued to find themselves in male-dominated environments. In the growing coed college campuses of the Midwest and South, as opposed to the East’s women’s only institutions, female students sought out opportunities to unify and to organize into communities for support. One way they sought to do this was through joining the already established men’s fraternities. However,

---

18 Ibid., 18-19.
19 Torbenson, “From the Beginning,” 18-19.
20 Ibid., 15.
21 Ibid., 21-22.
22 Ibid., 22.
while some organizations allowed women to “belong” to their group, they did not extend full membership. Although fraternities such as Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Pi Kappa Alpha were known to have women as members, their role was primarily to use the fraternity homes to entertain, decorate for, and feed their “brothers,” and they were unable to enjoy the full benefits of membership.23 In objection, women began to form their own single-sex organizations to provide similar benefits and activities and to elevate their position on campus.

The first women’s-only college organizations began as literary societies at Wesleyan College in Georgia in 1851. These first organizations eventually became chapters of the national Greek organizations Alpha Delta Pi and Phi Mu in the early 1900s.24 The first organization founded in direct contrast to the men’s fraternities was the women’s fraternity of Pi Beta Phi in 1867, known at the time as I.C. Sorosis. After the founding of its second chapter in 1869 in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, it officially became a national organization.25 Shortly after, in 1870, Bettie Locke was asked to promote her brother’s fraternity by wearing their pin, but was still denied the benefits of full membership in the organization. Alongside three other students, all among the first women to be admitted into DePauw University in Indiana, Locke formed Kappa Alpha Theta, the first women’s organization to use Greek Letters.26 In 1882, the literary society of Gamma Phi Beta at Syracuse University became the first women’s fraternity to distinguish themselves using the word “sorority,” which has become the umbrella term

21Ibid., 23.
22Torbenson, “From the Beginning,” 23.
23Pi Beta Phi Fraternity for Women, ”Timeline: Through,” Pi Beta Phi.
24Kappa Alpha Theta, ”Theta Roots,” Kappa Alpha Theta.
for women’s-only social organizations. For the purpose of this paper, the terms “women’s fraternity” and “sorority” are used somewhat interchangeably, although certain organizations, such as Pi Beta Phi, officially call themselves women’s fraternities, and not sororities.

Expansion of Greek Life

The expansion of fraternities and sororities across the United States and Canada can be categorized into three major waves. The first wave, from 1824 to 1874, consisted primarily of white, male, Protestant fraternities in New England; 17.7 percent of the national organizations today were founded during this wave. The second wave of expansion of fraternity life, from 1885 to 1929, saw creation of organizations created to cater to specific cultural groups, such as Jews and African Americans. This wave also saw a boom in the expansion of sororities, and expansion across all spectrums of Greek life occurred across New England, the Midwest, and the South. Thirty-five percent of total national organizations were founded during this period. The third wave occurred from 1975 to 1999. Although traditional Greek life had already been firmly established at this point, this wave saw an increase in multicultural organizations, particularly among Native Americans and Asian Americans. This wave, taking place primarily on the West Coast in California, accounted for 38.1 percent of current national sororities and fraternities. In 1887, the first sorority, Kappa Alpha Theta, was established in Toronto.

---

29 Kappa Alpha Theta, "Theta Roots," Kappa Alpha Theta.
In 1891, the first meeting between national women’s fraternity organizations took place. The attending organizations discussed the importance of unity amongst sororities, and was officially named the National Panhellenic Conference (NPC) in 1911. Today, the NPC consists of 26 social sororities and women’s fraternities, and although each member organization is an autonomous entity, this conference serves as guidance in responding to current events, recruitment, and maintaining the importance of values (Appendix A).\(^{30}\)

However, in the era of legal “separate but equal” segregation under Plessy v. Ferguson, Greek life was restricted from non-white populations. In opposition, Greek organizations based on culture, as well as socialization, were formed. One example of this is the founding of African American fraternities and sororities, the first being Alpha Phi Alpha at Cornell University in 1906.\(^{31}\) To govern these historically-black Greek organizations, the National Pan-Hellenic Council, also known as “The Divine Nine,” was created in 1930 at Howard University, with a similar mission to the National Panhellenic Conference.\(^{32}\) The forming of umbrella organizations to guide Greek life communities has helped individual member organizations stay committed to being values-based organizations.

Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, Greek life flourished throughout North America, and today there are more than 350 national social fraternities and sororities across the United States and Canada. In addition to national sorority and fraternity


organizations, local Greek chapters with similar purposes and styles of ritual continue to be formed in campuses across the continent.\(^{33}\) A theme in the formation of Greek life is the desire to create communities of support in the face of exclusion and adversity. This theme permeates the history of Greek life, demonstrated by the formation of fraternities in adversity to colonial America's rigid university structure, the creation of sororities in traditionally male-dominated universities, and the formation of Black fraternities as a response to exclusion. Drawing upon its history of empowerment, sorority life today can draw upon its roots to prepare women for leadership in a male-dominated society and political systems.

**Outcomes of Sorority Involvement**

*Emphasis on Values*

Sororities were created with the intention of forming communities of support, along with cultivating values and encouraging academic success among their members. Today, sororities still place a high emphasis on values, with each chapter having their own listed “core values.” These values include themes of friendship, philanthropic service, leadership, community, respect, personal and intellectual growth, and integrity.\(^{34}\) Even before joining an organization, these values are important, as sororities try to select members with their organization's values during the recruitment process.\(^{35}\) Through new member education and programming such as Pi Beta Phi’s Leading with Values, which are a series of lesson plans the chapter completes together at various points throughout the year, sororities continue to instill their values in their members throughout their

\(^{33}\) Torbenson, “From the Beginning,” 15.

\(^{34}\) *Manual of Information*, 3.

\(^{35}\) *Manual of Information*, 44.
college experience.\textsuperscript{36} For this reason, NPC sororities are referred to as “values-based organizations.”\textsuperscript{37} Most research on sorority and fraternity life investigates risks associated with membership, such as drug and alcohol use. However, there is a gap in research regarding individual outcomes of sorority membership. In addition, most research on this topic has lumped both fraternities and sororities together, even though there are major differences surrounding the goals and cultures of men’s and women’s groups.\textsuperscript{38} Existing research on outcomes of sorority participation focuses on whether sororities are effectively practicing their values.

Although Greek organizations emphasize instilling positive values in their members, some students may feel hesitant about joining Greek life due to the possible negative side effects. One study, published in the \textit{Journal of College Student Development}, explored the impact joining a sorority or fraternity can have on a first-year student’s collegiate success. This study identified five areas in which they would compare Greek-affiliated first-years with their unaffiliated peers: moral reasoning, cognitive development, intercultural effectiveness, inclination to inquire and lifelong learning, and psychological well-being.\textsuperscript{39} The researchers selected 4,501 college students to be administered surveys before and after their first year of college to examine the differing responses from Greek-affiliated and non Greek-affiliated students.\textsuperscript{40} The results

\textsuperscript{36}Pi Beta Phi Fraternity for Women, "Connecting to Our Core Values," Pi Beta Phi, last modified 2021, accessed March 20, 2021, https://www.pibetaphi.org/collegiateLWV.
\textsuperscript{37}\textit{Manual of Information}, 44.
\textsuperscript{40}Martin et al., "New Evidence," 545-546.
showed that there were no significant differences between the two groups, and that the students’ participation in Greek life did not harm their cognitive ability. However, one limitation of this study was that it failed to assess the experiences of affiliated members for the next three years of their involvement in the organization. This would have been useful to investigate, as many members take on leadership positions and become more involved as upperclassmen.\textsuperscript{41} This study demonstrated that values and skills acquisition as a member of a Greek organization does not happen in the freshmen year, but instead takes place as the member becomes more involved and potentially holds leadership office.

Other studies focused on the outcomes and experiences of sorority members throughout their involvement. The acquisition of values is one lens in which outcomes of sorority participation can be studied. One study, conducted by Larry Long, researched whether graduates of sororities and fraternities had actually grown in the areas of scholarship, leadership, friendship, and service: all of which are values that Greek organizations promote. This study, which surveyed active sorority and fraternity members from 15 southeastern U.S. higher education institutions, found that participants from all grades had experienced growth in these areas.\textsuperscript{42} In leadership, the students responded that they had gained confidence in decision-making skills, time management skills, and oral communication skills. The participants of this study also showed high degrees of participation in community service.\textsuperscript{43} Another study, published in \textit{The Research Journal of the Association of Fraternity/Sorority Advisors}, sought to address

\textsuperscript{41}Ibid., 550-551.
\textsuperscript{43}Ibid., 24-25.
both the positive and negative outcomes of being a member of a sorority or fraternity, in regards to certain values such as socialization/friendship, community service, and overall campus involvement. After surveying 3,153 first-year and senior students, the researchers found that participation in Greek organizations increased social integration, community service, and involvement in a broad range of campus activities in comparison to their unaffiliated peers. However, the study also discovered negative outcomes related to Greek life, such as higher rates of participation in binge drinking and lack of diversity in members’ social circles. As a whole, the article concluded that participation in Greek life and its impact on college experience is complex and can differ depending on the member, the organization, or the host institution. In regards to core values that sororities promote, such as friendship, service, and integrity, studies have found both positive and negative impacts on participating students.

Another value that is held in high regard by sororities is scholarship and academic success. Various studies researching this topic have formed differing opinions on participation in a sorority’s effect on academic performance. For example, Long’s study described some of the mechanisms that these organizations have in place to help their members strive for academic success, including study hours, study events, and incentives for good grades. Long’s study also showed, however, that members in these organizations did not spend as much time on their academics as they should, hypothesizing that their sorority experience has directed their time and attention elsewhere. The study previously discussed, conducted by Asel, Selfert, and Pascarella,

---

found that in the first-year students and seniors that were surveyed, there were no differences in academic performance or success, and that participation in Greek organizations had no impact, positive or negative, on their college success. However, another study, conducted by Ronald Yates, found that sorority and fraternity communities can greatly influence academic success, leading to a more well-rounded college experience and higher graduation rates. The purpose of this study was to offer insight to higher education administrators into whether adding social Greek organizations to their campuses would have positive or negative effects on students’ educational environment. Data was collected from 33 institutions that had added a sorority or fraternity community between 2000 and 2015, and results showed that these schools experienced higher rates of involvement among campus organizations as a whole, as well as higher graduation rates from both affiliated and unaffiliated organizations. This study showed the positive impact sorority and fraternity organizations can have not only on their own members, but on the entire student body. Studies have shown that participation in sorority and fraternity life can either benefit, harm, or cause no effect on members’ academic performance, demonstrating that other external factors may play a role in this area.

*Developing Leadership Skills*

Leadership opportunities and development of leadership skills are also values that are promoted by sororities, although research has not had consistent findings on the topic.

---


48 Yates, "Student Involvement," 4-5.
Some studies have found that sorority leadership is atypical from other leadership opportunities. According to Long’s study, leadership in sororities is often viewed as positional, or associated with what chapter office one held and what responsibilities it entailed. However, Long also emphasized that leadership in sororities can be practiced even without holding an elected or appointed position. Long recommended any member can learn leadership skills from their sorority experience, and they can make a difference or contribute to the chapter, even as a new member or without an official position.⁴⁹

Another study conducted among seven chapters at Louisiana State University found that sorority leadership is correlated with older members with more university experience and more involvement in other extracurriculars. However, this particular study found that sorority leadership is less dependent on ability in comparison to other student leadership opportunities. This study is limited because it focuses on one sorority leadership experience at only one university.⁵⁰ Long’s research demonstrates that the sorority and fraternity leadership experience is unique.

Research has also shown that holding leadership status in a Greek organization is a part of developing values in the sorority experience. Anita Jo Cory, a PhD graduate from Washington State University, conducted research for her dissertation on the influence of sorority membership on leadership development skills and leadership identity. For this study, 23 undergraduate fraternity and sorority leaders were nominated by Greek life advisors to participate in interviews.⁵¹ Cory’s research found that certain

---

leadership styles were unique to the Greek experience. Relational leadership, defined as “leadership that focuses on the idea that leadership is a process of people together attempting to accomplish positive change,” was one of these styles. Relational leadership emphasizes working together for a common purpose, diversity of thoughts and opinions, empowerment, and is based on values and standards. For this reason, relational leadership, practiced in sorority organizations, is also considered “values-congruent leadership.” According to the interview participants, this style of leadership means using their social power for good rather than themselves. The participants also emphasized their dedication to their Greek organization’s core values and their desire to live them out through their leadership. Cory’s study found that the basis of values in sorority leadership creates stronger bonds between leaders and other members and allows leaders to develop a stronger sense of identity and confidence.

Similarly, a study conducted among sororities and fraternities at 24 different institutions researched the impact of sorority and fraternity membership on developing socially responsible leadership. To do this, the researchers used the Socially Responsible Leadership Scale, a quantitative instrument that measures leadership capabilities based on self-awareness, actions in accordance with personal values, investment of time, ability to work with diverse opinions and backgrounds, sense of civic responsibility, and desire to make the world a better place. The results of the study showed that Greek-affiliated leaders scored higher in the categories of civic responsibility, desire to make the world a better place, and ability to work with different opinions. No differences were found
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between affiliated and unaffiliated leaders in the other categories.\textsuperscript{55} This study recommended sorority membership for women because of the skills and advantages it provides.\textsuperscript{56}

Studies have collectively shown that outcomes of sororities revolve around the communities of support and sense of belonging they provide members throughout the undergraduate experience.\textsuperscript{57} The leadership and community service opportunities, as well as the opportunity to network with other alumnae members, has been linked to the success of corporate and political leaders who are also members of fraternities and sororities.\textsuperscript{58} Research studying the outcomes of participation in sorority and fraternity life has shown benefits, drawbacks, and neutral results. Some research has found that participation in sorority life does not improve academics, can lead to risky behaviors such as binge drinking, or can inhibit diversity in social groups. However, other studies have found that sorority life gives members a community of support, encourages involvement in other campus activities, develops leadership skills and identity, and helps members strengthen values of service, friendship, and scholarship. These skills are comparable to those desired of political leaders, particularly in female candidates.

**Women in Politics**

Women have always played a role in American politics, even before earning the right to vote. From Abigail Adams’ letters urging her husband to “remember the ladies,” to women’s abolition groups in the 1800s, women have found a place in political advocacy and discussion. Since women gained suffrage in 1920 through the 19th
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Amendment, women’s roles in politics have increased throughout the 20th century. Throughout the 1920s and 30s, women won dozens of seats in state legislatures and the U.S. Congress. In the 1960s, another wave of feminism arrived, with the women’s liberation movement. This movement gave women the ability to choose her future, whether it be in the home, at work, or in politics. After a dip in the number of women being elected to Congress in the socially conservative 1980s, the 90s saw another rise in female representation, followed by another dip in the 2000s. In 2018, driven by anti-Trump sentiment, the #MeToo movement, and national women’s marches, more women declared candidacy for public office during the midterm elections, breaking more records for female representation in the United States. In recent election cycles, women such as Hillary Clinton and Kamala Harris have made unprecedented progress in presidential races, being the first female nominee from a major party and the first female vice president, respectively. Today, there is an all-time record number of women holding elected office positions, with 2,280 women in state legislatures, 117 U.S. representatives, and 24 U.S. Senators. Although they continue to break records, the United States still has a long way to go in regards to equality for women in political representation, as only 26.4% of seats in Congress are filled by women, not representative of their make-up of over half of the overall U.S. population. Research surrounding the topic of women in politics focuses on obstacles, incentives to run, and differing styles of leadership.
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Obstacles to Women in Politics

Women face several challenges and obstacles in pursuing political careers. In their 2005 book titled *It Takes a Candidate: Why Women Don’t Run for Office*, Jennifer Lawless and Richard Fox establish their theory that the leading explanation of women's reluctance to pursue public office is a lack of ambition. This “missing link” is caused by several factors, including societal pressures and norms, lack of political socialization, and actually taking the leap to declare candidacy.\(^{64}\) However, Lawless and Fox argue that there is a lack of research on why this gender gap in political ambition exists, especially since women are more likely to sign petitions and register to vote than men. One hypothesis they make to explain this phenomenon was checkbook activism; since men are more likely to donate to political campaigns, they create the name recognition and networking that are important parts of the candidate recruitment process.\(^{65}\) Lawless and Fox also explore the concept of a gender gap in political ambition in a 2014 study published in the *American Political Science Review*. By surveying nearly 4,000 high school and college students, the researchers discovered that women have a disadvantage in political socialization. They have received less parental encouragement, had less participation in competitive activities, and possessed lower self-confidence in comparison to their male peers.\(^{66}\) Political socialization and networking connections are another aspect of the lack of political ambition hypothesized by Lawless and Fox to be the explanation for fewer women in public office.

\(^{65}\)Lawless and Fox, *It Takes*, 38-40.  
Societal pressures and norms are another factor in women’s political ambition. A study conducted by Dawn Teele in 2018 identifies three major forms of societal bias that may impact women’s political ambition and representation: outright hostility, double standards, and the pressures of being a wife and mother.\(^6^7\) Teele describes the final factor as a double bind; based on a survey of American voters and of public officials, voters prefer candidates that are married and have children. However, this preference creates a conflict for women, as they are also expected to be taking care of these children. This creates a paradox where women without families are less desired in office, but women with families are criticized for not focusing on their home lives when running for office. While this study found no evidence that double standards and outright hostility are currently at play regarding women in American politics, societal expectations are still hindering women’s ability to succeed in the political arena.\(^6^8\) Lawless and Fox also discuss societal pressures surrounding women and family life. In *It Takes a Candidate*, they identify gender roles as a significant factor in women’s political ambition. This “traditional gender socialization” creates the burden of household and childcare responsibilities. Because women already face the “balancing act” of career and family obligations, the “third job” of a political career falls to the back burner.\(^6^9\) The societal pressures for women to maintain their familial responsibilities puts them at a disadvantage to men in the political world.
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A woman's affiliation with a political party can also influence her likelihood of holding office. As recruiters and gatekeepers, political parties play an integral role in American political dynamics. There is currently an imbalance in partisan identities of women in political office; there are more female office-holders that belong to the Democratic Party than those who belong to the Republican party. In both the federal and state levels, the majority of female legislators are Democrats, and the majority of male legislators are Republicans. Lawless and Fox attribute this phenomenon to several factors. First, women are more likely to identify with liberal ideologies and agendas and are more likely to hold progressive views on the topics of feminism, taxes, abortion, health care, and hate crimes. Female candidates are also more likely to identify with the Democratic Party because of their prioritization of policies deemed as “women’s issues,” such as education, the environment, and poverty. Because of their alignment with certain issues, women are more likely to be recruited by the Democratic Party. However, significant gender gaps still exist in both the Democratic and Republican parties, due to electoral gatekeepers and incumbent men. Partisanship can impact a woman's political ambition as well as likelihood of being encouraged to run for office.

*Recruiting Women for Political Office*

Because of the obstacles facing women interested in holding public office, the recruitment process is a crucial aspect of the political process. Highly-qualified and politically-connected women are less likely to be recruited to run for office than their
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male counterparts.\footnote{Richard Fox and Jennifer Lawless, "If Only They'd Ask: Gender, Recruitment, and Political Ambition," \textit{Journal of Politics} 72, no. 2 (April 2010): 310, accessed March 6, 2021, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022381609990752.} Another study by Lawless and Fox, conducted in 2010, analyzes this trend using data from a survey of more than 2,000 potential candidates in 2008. They found that women, including those in the fields of education and law, are less likely to receive encouragement to run from a party leader, elected official, or political activist. The “being asked to run” aspect of the recruitment process is crucial in increasing female representation in legislatures.\footnote{Fox and Lawless, "If Only," 314.} It also can influence the candidate's self-perception of political viability, their ability to win the election, and their ability to uphold the duties of office. Being asked to run also indicates the amount of support that they will receive when campaigning.\footnote{Ibid., 321.} In \textit{It Takes a Candidate}, Lawless and Fox indicate that there are no gender differences in the likelihood of winning an election, but that the disparity between men and women in office is a result of the role of gender in the initial stages of declaring candidacy.\footnote{Lawless and Fox, \textit{It Takes}, 41.} Being specifically encouraged and asked to run for office, which women experience less frequently, is the link between having interest in political office and actually making the decision to run.

Other factors are also important in the process of creating political interest and deciding to run for office. One of these factors is prior political experience. In the ladder of electoral politics, which starts with local and school board positions and works up to national offices, women are less likely than men to run for the initial office, making them less likely to run for state or national office later on. In addition, women are more likely than men to indicate that their desired ending goal is a local position, rather than having...
their sights set on a state or national office. Another important factor in women pursuing public office is a supportive personal environment. In comparison to men, women are less likely to receive personal encouragement to run for office from a spouse/partner, family member, or friend. Because women also tend to place a greater importance on opinions from those in their personal lives, this impacts their likelihood of running for office. Self-perception of intelligence and skills are another factor that comes into play in the political gender gap, as women are more likely to underestimate their skills and relevant experience and consistently rank their abilities lower than men. Being asked to run, political socialization, supportive family and friends, and self-confidence in skills and abilities are all important pieces in recruiting women to run for office, which is necessary to close the gender gap in political representation.

**The Importance of Female Leadership**

Female representation is important to a functioning democracy. With over half of the U.S. population being women, having female representation allows legislatures and the government to more accurately represent the needs and interests of their constituents. As of the 2020 Census, women make up 50.8% of the U.S. population. However, only 26.4% of Congress is female. For certain demographics of women, such as women of color, Republican women, and low-income women, this representation is even lower. Twenty U.S. states have never elected a female governor. In comparison to other countries, the United States is falling behind, ranking 67th in terms of female
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representation in legislature.\textsuperscript{83} This is a problem that needs to be solved, since women have much to offer to political offices and positions.

Women’s leadership styles in approaching legislation and collaborating with other legislators vary from their male counterparts. Three studies published in the book \textit{The Impact of Women in Public Office} explore the positive impacts of having female leadership in government. The first study, conducted by Susan Carroll, surveyed state legislators from across the United States, asking how their legislatures have been impacted by the increase in female representation. One benefit the respondents described was an increased focus on legislation that would help women. In addition, the majority of male respondents in this study answered that the increasing presence of women in their legislature has allowed more policy to be passed and that the government has become more transparent.\textsuperscript{84} A second study, conducted by Lyn Kathlene, conducted interviews with Colorado state legislators, and compared their responses to bills they had sponsored.\textsuperscript{85} This analysis showed that women are able to provide a different perspective on policy making than their male counterparts; for example, women are more likely to consider marginalized populations and institutional biases.\textsuperscript{86} Women’s intentions for public office also tend to be different than men’s; the majority of women run for office to better society and their communities, in contrast to gaining personal power.\textsuperscript{87} A third study also researched the leadership styles of female mayors. The study found that
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women are more likely to approach leadership with a “hands-on” style and emphasize teamwork, in comparison to male leadership styles of delegating responsibilities and “commands.” Interviews of mayors also revealed themes of patience, cooperation, and listening in female political leaders. Women’s approaches to political leadership have been found to have positive impacts on communities and legislation, through increasing transparency, communication, and offering new perspectives.

Female representatives are more likely to make personal connections with their constituents, effectively problem solve, and work across party lines. Debbie Wasserman Shultz, who has represented Florida in the U.S. House of Representatives since 2004, describes her experiences working with other female legislators in the foreword of Women in American Politics: History and Milestones, saying:

> Women bring an undeniably unique perspective to politics, and American democracy suffers when women’s voices are excluded from the dialogue. Women have a different way of looking at policy and of approaching the obstacles before them. In my experience, women are especially effective at working across party lines, building consensus, and coming up with creative solutions to problems.

Dianne Feinstein, a former mayor of San Francisco and a U.S. Senator from California since 1992, also wrote a foreword for the book Women in Power: The Secrets of Leadership. She describes the skills and abilities women attain through their climbing of the political ladder that make them especially equipped to hold public office, saying:

> By then they have learned to negotiate, mediate, champion causes, and, yes, even compromise. They have become team players, not headline seekers. They do their homework, are prepared, speak concisely, lobby intensively, and work long hours. Over the years, such a woman becomes a leader with an electoral base who looks to her for leadership. She is sought out and consulted. She is respected. Her legislation is enacted and direction carried out. She can win elections now. Her
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colleagues support her. She understands power, and can wield it constructively. She moves people to act. She demonstrates that she understands leadership and how to use it. The community looks to her to solve problems and to lead them.\textsuperscript{90} As Schultz and Feinstein describe, women’s leadership styles and abilities to connect with constituents make them valuable members of legislatures and executive offices.

Several studies have been conducted to research what makes a successful female leader. In \textit{Women in Power}, researchers interviewed 25 female political leaders in order to access the skills and qualities they felt were necessary for successful female political leadership. Three common themes throughout the interviews emerged: competent self, creative aggression, and woman power.\textsuperscript{91} In another book, \textit{Developing Leadership: Learning From the Experiences of Women Governors}, author Susan Madsen conducted interviews and case studies of ten female governors and shared their advice to women pursuing political careers.\textsuperscript{92} One piece of this advice, from former Arizona Governor Jane Dee Hull, said to begin political networking early and gain as much political experience as possible, whether it be with an organization or local government. Another piece of Hull’s advice was to have a positive post-secondary educational experience, and to take as many opportunities as possible to develop leadership skills and experience.\textsuperscript{93} Political networking, leadership experience, and self-confidence are important skills for women to develop in order to become effective and successful political leaders.

The skills, abilities, and leadership styles women bring to the table as mayors, governors, and legislators allow the government to more effectively represent the

\textsuperscript{91}Cantor and Bernay, \textit{Women in Power}, 16-17.
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American people and create legislation that positively impacts constituents. However, women face several obstacles in developing political ambition and making the decision to run for office, including societal bias, family pressures, and lack of political experience. In order to overcome these obstacles and have success in pursuing a political career, women legislators and other studies encourage women to develop a variety of skills, such as leadership, self-confidence, and communication. According to existing literature, these are skills that are developed through the sorority experience.
CHAPTER THREE: THEORY

Research has demonstrated that participating in a sorority experience gives members a variety of benefits, such as increased social skills, confidence in leadership, and professional networking and connections. Leadership in Greek life emphasizes positional responsibilities and the holding of an office and a title. Sorority leadership also creates socially responsible leaders who are dedicated to relationships, bettering society, and working together to create positive change. Because of the core values built into the backbone of the sorority experience, women in these organizations have an increased understanding of relational leadership and values-congruent leadership. In a variety of studies, Greek-affiliated students have shown higher levels of leadership development.

In addition, because of the obstacles and hesitation women face in entering the world of politics, the development of these skills is necessary for women who have political aspirations. Because of societal bias and family pressures, it is important for women interested in politics to have an encouraging personal environment and to be directly encouraged to declare her candidacy. Research has also found that female political leaders are particularly effective because of their ability to communicate with other representatives, build relationships with constituents, and compromise across party lines. Self-perception of political viability and self-confidence are also important factors.
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in increasing female representation in public office. Experienced female legislators and governors recommend that women interested in pursuing political careers find opportunities to develop their communication, leadership, and networking skills.

The acquisition of skills and the values-based nature of sorority organizations is the mechanism that allows these organizations to equip their members for future political leadership. Although sororities are not the only place where women can learn these skills and gain these experiences, this survey seeks to find if the women surveyed did experience the growth consistent to what was described in the literature review. The survey also provides qualitative data on how their sorority experience equipped these women to become involved in political discussions and empowered them to become leaders. Literature surrounding outcomes of sorority life reports that certain values and skills are acquired throughout membership. Similarly, literature on women’s political ambition shows that similar skills are beneficial for women seeking political office.

Skills useful for women seeking political leadership are taught through the sorority experience via female empowerment, leadership opportunities, and professional development. These skills allow women to perceive themselves politically viable, feel confident in their skills and abilities, build confidence in leadership, and have a support system. The results of this survey are consistent with these findings, with a majority of participants responding that participating in a sorority helped them acquire technical,
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social, and leadership skills, as well as made them feel encouraged to pursue both leadership and career opportunities.
CHAPTER FOUR: METHODS

Research Design

In order to collect responses regarding current and alumnae sorority members’ experiences, I conducted a survey of 20 questions (Appendix D). The first section of the survey asked questions about personal experience, such as the university the participant attended, their major, and when they earned their bachelor’s degree. The second section asked questions about their experience in their sorority, particularly their experiences with leadership, skills acquisition, and exposure to professional and political environments. This section began by asking the participant’s chapter affiliation and then asked why they decided to join a sorority by having participants select the reasons that applied to them. The next part of this section focused on leadership. If the participant selected “yes” for holding a leadership position in their organization, they were then prompted to list which leadership positions and select the reasons they decided to hold those offices. The next question asked participants to rank skills they learned from their sorority experience from most learned to least learned. The next part of this section regarding sorority experience consisted of four questions. These questions asked the participant to rank their experience in a certain area from 0 to 10 and then provide an explanation for their ranking. The third and final section of the survey was only for alumnae. This section’s only question asked alumnae participants to rank their sorority experience’s preparation for their post-graduate career from 0 to 10 and then provide an explanation for their ranking. None of the questions were required, and a consent information document was distributed along with the survey (Appendix C).
I present the demographical data from the first section in pie chart format. I then present the quantitative data from the second section in both bar graphs and pie charts. To describe the results of the ranking questions, I share both the minimum and maximum ranking for each question, along with the mean. I compare these means in a chart to illustrate what was emphasized in the participants’ sorority experiences. To analyze the qualitative data from these ranking questions, I looked for themes in the explanations. The explanations were not tied to individual rankings, but instead were displayed by Qualtrics in list format. I looked through these lists of explanations to identify themes among responses. I considered a “theme” to be an answer that had similar keywords appear in at least four different open-ended answers.

**Procedures**

This survey was distributed to active and alumnae members of organizations that are part of the National Panhellenic Conference (Appendix A). Distribution was limited to these organizations in order to create a more concise study on these traditional, social sororities, as purposes and structures vary for other local or interest-based sororities. Existing research discussed in the literature review also focused on NPC sororities, so survey distribution was limited to these organizations as a control factor. Both current collegian members and alumnae members both qualified to participate in the study. All responses were anonymous.

Participants accessed the survey via Qualtrics and were provided with an informational consent document that did not need to be signed (Appendix C). The survey was distributed via email to current University of South Dakota sorority presidents, who
were asked to pass along the information to their members and alumnae groups. The survey was also distributed via email to sorority leaders from South Dakota State University, the University of Alabama, San Diego State University, and University of Dayton, because of my own personal connections with leaders from these schools. The survey was also shared via Facebook group to past and present Chapter Presidents of Pi Beta Phi from various universities, who were also asked to share with the rest of their chapter members. Participants were also given the option to pass along the survey to friends and family who were sorority members if they wished.
CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS

274 sorority members participated in the survey (N=274). Because some participants skipped questions or did not complete the survey, the sample size is smaller for some questions.

Participants

University Affiliation

One question asked participants what school they attended for their undergraduate degree, when they would have participated in a sorority experience (Figure 1). 213 participants, the overwhelming majority of participants, attended the University of South Dakota. A significant drop leads to the University of Alabama having the second-most participation in the survey, with nine participants. San Diego State University and South Dakota State University were tied for participation, with eight participants each. The University of Nevada, Reno, had two participants in the survey. All universities that had one participant were categorized as “Other” in Figure 1 and are listed below the chart. All schools attended by participants are universities. The sample schools include a variety of demographics, from small to large universities, both public and private schools, and from different regions of the United States. One participant’s school, the University of Western Ontario, is located in Canada. The University of South Dakota, the main university attended by participants, is located in Vermillion, South Dakota, has over 7,000 undergraduate students, and is home to four sorority organizations.\(^{101}\)

Figure 1

Universities Attended By Participants

Note: Universities with only one participant were categorized as “Other.” These institutions were Auburn University, Case Western Reserve University, Eastern Michigan University, Florida State University, Franklin College, Hillsdale College, Iowa State University, Long Beach State University, Mississippi State University, North Carolina State University, New York University, Rutgers University, Stetson University, University of Arizona, University of California Irvine, University of Chicago, University of Guelph, University of Iowa, University of Louisville, University of Memphis, University of Lincoln-Nebraska, University of South Carolina, University of Western Ontario, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Washington and Lee University, and West Virginia University.

Sorority Affiliation

Another question asked the participants which NPC sorority organization with whom they were affiliated (Figure 2). With 182 participants, members of Pi Beta Phi made up the majority of survey respondents. Both Kappa Alpha Theta and Alpha Xi Delta had 22 participants, the second highest amount of participants in the survey. Alpha Phi had 16 participants, Alpha Delta Pi had 10 participants, and Chi Omega had eight participants. Sororities that had one member affiliate with them were categorized as “Other” in Figure 2. These organizations were Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu, and Sigma Delta Tau. All participants identified with a sorority that
is a member organization of the National Panhellenic Conference. The organizations with the most respondents (Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Xi Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta, and Alpha Phi) all have chapters at the University of South Dakota, the university with the most participation in the survey.

Figure 2

Sorority Affiliation of Participants
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*Note: Sorority organizations with only one participant were categorized as “Other.” These organizations were Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu, and Sigma Delta Tau.*

Time Since Undergraduate Experience

Another survey question asked participants how long it had been since they had received their four-year degree (Figure 3). Out of 167 respondents, those currently earning their four-year degrees made up the majority of participants. Alumnae also made up a significant portion of respondents, with 102 respondents having already completed their four-year degrees. 24 respondents answered that they had completed their undergraduate experience less than 5 years ago. 13 participants completed their four-year
degree between five and ten years ago, 21 completed their degree 11 to 20 years ago, and 31 completed their degree 21 to 30 years ago. Thirteen of the participants finished their four-year undergraduate degree over 30 years ago. One participant answered that she was no longer pursuing her four-year degree, but she had been at one point. Later in the survey, a question asked participants if they were an alumnae of their organization. Only 87 participants answered that they were an alumnae, in comparison to the 102 participants who indicated that they had finished their degree in this question. This can be attributed to both participants’ incompletion of the survey and the categorization of an “alumnae.” Some sorority organizations require dues to be considered an alumnae, even if the member graduates.

**Figure 3**

*Time Since Receiving Four-Year Degree*

Note: One respondent is no longer pursuing a four-year degree but was at one point.
Sorority Experience

The second and third sections of the survey asked participants about their experiences in their sorority organizations. The questions included topics of leadership, empowerment, development of skills, professional development, and political advocacy.

Sorority Leadership

Several questions asked participants about their experiences with leadership both within and outside of their sorority chapters. 176 participants said that they had held a leadership position within their organization, while 91 said they had not. The following question asked participants to list the positions they had held. Another following question asked participants why they decided to run for a sorority leadership position by checking which reasons applied to them (Figure 4). “To better my organization” was the most selected answer, with 98 participants choosing this reason. Tied for second were the answers “To develop professional skills” and “I was encouraged by other members,” which both were selected by 92 participants. Less popular reasons were “To boost my resume” and “To explore an area of interest,” which were selected by 63 and 60 participants respectively. As discussed further in Chapter 6, the frequency of the answer “To better my organization” is consistent with literature on female leadership styles, both in sororities and in political office.
Another question asked participants to rank on a scale from 0 to 10 how well their sorority chapter encouraged members to apply for leadership positions within the chapter. 218 respondents participated in this question (n=218). The minimum ranking was 2, while the maximum was 10. The mean ranking was 8.22. The following question asked participants to explain their ranking. There were several themes in these explanations. One theme was that every member was encouraged to apply for a leadership role. A contrasting theme was that they felt only certain members, who had already been unofficially selected, were encouraged to apply and that popularity played a bigger role than skills. Another theme in these explanations was that the focus on leadership only seemed to occur during the election season. Competition for positions and the pressure to achieve once elected were also themes in the explanations. One explanation said that leadership could be more encouraged within the chapter, saying, “Leadership positions are talked about and encouraged, but I feel like more can be done. It's kind of just forgotten about after the initial push.” Another explanation emphasized
the importance of encouragement, saying, “My members encouraging me was 95% of the reason I ran for [Chapter President].”

The survey also asked participants to rank on a scale from 0 to 10 how well their chapter encouraged members to apply for leadership positions outside of the organization. 217 respondents participated in this question (n=217). The rankings for this question were lower in comparison to those regarding leadership within the chapter. The minimum ranking was 1, and the maximum was 10. The mean ranking was 7.12. Again, the following question asked participants to explain their ranking, and there were several themes identified in the explanations. One theme was that focus was often placed on applying for leadership positions within the sorority chapter, rather than other outside campus organizations, and that other opportunities were not discussed. An opposing theme was that since other chapter members were involved in other campus organizations, they would bring other sorority members along and encourage them to be involved. A similar theme was that the sorority experience allowed them to hear about other leadership opportunities in outside organizations. Other responses explained that involvement in at least one other campus organization was required by their chapter. As discussed in Chapter 6, this emphasis on encouragement to apply for leadership positions, both within and outside the chapter, is consistent with research showing the importance of support systems for women seeking political office.

Acquisition of Skills

The survey also asked participants about skills they had developed from their sorority involvement. Respondents were presented with a list of 12 skills that are commonly attributed to the sorority experience and were asked to rank them in order
from “most-learned” to “least-learned.” Figure 5 illustrates the amount of participants who ranked each skill as their number 1 “most-learned” skill. Likewise, Figure 6 depicts the amount of participants who ranked each skill last, as their “least-learned” skill.

Several trends were noted from the results of this question. Social skills/making friends, self-confidence, public speaking, and time management were consistently ranked as the top skill learned from the sorority experience. In contrast, social media strategy, managing budgets, event planning, and self-care were all consistently ranked last. The skills participants said they acquired from the sorority experience are consistent with existing research on outcomes of the sorority experiences, as well as with research on skills necessary for women’s political success.

**Figure 5**

*Skills Ranked as Most-Learned*

- Social Skills: 26.9%
- Problem-solving: 7.3%
- Social Media Strategy: 0.9%
- Teamwork: 9.1%
- Peer Communication: 9.1%
- Self-confidence: 14.6%
- Listening: 3.2%
- Event Planning: 1.8%
- Time Management: 11.9%
- Public Speaking: 12.3%
- Managing Budgets: 1.4%
- Self-care: 1.4%
Figure 6

Skills Ranked as Least-Learned

- Social Media Strategy: 79 (36.1%)
- Managing Budgets: 50 (22.8%)
- Self-care: 19 (8.7%)
- Problem-solving: 10 (4.6%)
- Communication: 9 (4.1%)
- Listening: 4 (1.8%)
- Time Management: 25 (11.4%)
- Event Planning: 13 (5.9%)

**Political Advocacy and Discussion**

The survey also asked participants to rank on a scale from 0 to 10 how well their sorority chapter encouraged members to participate in political discussion and advocacy. 206 respondents participated in this question (n=206). The minimum ranking was 0, while the maximum was 10. The mean ranking was 5. The following question asked participants to explain their ranking. There were several themes in these explanations. One theme was that the tensions of the 2020 election cycle had caused conflict and split opinions in the chapter. This discouraged political discussion, since it would damage sisterhood, and when political opinions were discussed, a heavy emphasis was placed on being civil. An explanation from the University of South Dakota supported this theme, saying, “When disagreements arose, they were shut down immediately and everyone was encouraged to just be respectful rather than [be] allowed to disagree with each other.”
Other explanations said they would feel uncomfortable sharing their beliefs because of the tumultuous political climate. Another theme was that politics were not discussed at all within their chapter, for better or for worse. In a contrasting theme, other respondents said that their chapters were very politically active, would encourage their members to vote, and would urge them to get involved in political movements and campaigns. An explanation from Washington and Lee University supported this theme, saying, “My chapter, mainly because of the campus we are a part of, is widely political and even won a contest on campus to see what organization could encourage the most members to register to vote in 2020.” Both the qualitative and quantitative data from this question, particularly compared to rankings given to other areas, shows that political advocacy could use more focus in the sorority experience.

*Preparation for Future Careers*

The survey asked both past and present sorority members about their chapter’s ability to prepare and empower members for their future careers. One question asked participants to rank on a scale from 0 to 10 how well their sorority chapter emphasized the importance of women in professional and political environments. 208 respondents participated in this question (n=208). The minimum ranking was 1, while the maximum was 10. The mean ranking was 6.49. The following question asked participants to explain their ranking. There were several themes in these explanations. One theme was that this was not a topic widely discussed and that more should be done in this area. Another theme said that their chapters often highlighted successful alumnae and offered networking opportunities. An explanation from Mississippi State University supported this theme, saying, “Our chapter celebrated members well who made big moves toward
professional careers. I believe this encouraged younger members to see the value in strong women in professional roles after college.” Many explanations said that their chapters focused on empowerment in professional fields, but not in politics, while others said that their members’ involvement in student government allowed the entire chapter to become acquainted with a political experience. Women beginning to enter the workforce in the 1960s and 70s in larger numbers was another theme in these explanations. Respondents explained that as more and more women were graduating college and entering professional fields, their sorority experience gave them the opportunity to have female role models. The dominating theme for this question was that empowering women is important to many sorority chapters.

The final section of the survey was only for alumnae members. The only question in this section asked participants to rank on a scale from 0 to 10 how well their sorority experience prepared them for their post-graduate careers. 85 participants responded to this question (n=85). The minimum ranking was 1, and the maximum ranking was 10. The mean ranking was 7.64. The following question asked participants to explain their ranking, and several themes emerged in these explanations. The dominating theme was that the respondents’ sorority experience gave them the leadership and interpersonal skills necessary for their future careers. One way respondents described this preparation was through their leadership roles. An explanation from an alumnae of the University of South Dakota fit into this theme, saying:

I believe Greek life was integral to preparing me for the real world and for future leadership positions. I started my professional career in recruitment and have grown to become the Chief Talent/HR officer at major retailers. I can certainly point to my sorority experience as a key point of preparation for me.”

An alumnae from Mississippi State University had a similar experience, saying:
I wouldn’t be the person I am today without the leadership experience my sorority gave me. It exposed me to things that I would have never encountered on my own. I am currently in medical school and can’t tell you how much of a difference in bedside manner there is between our class in general and sorority women.

Another theme in these explanations was the importance of teamwork. An alumnae from the University of South Dakota supported this theme, saying:

I viewed my experience in Pi Phi as a collective group coming together for the purpose of making it the best sorority on campus. In order to achieve that end, most members had to work together to accomplish this goal. Emphasis was placed on teamwork, philanthropic endeavors, campus participation and personal pride.

A minor theme among respondents for this question was that they received no preparation from their sorority experience for their future career and that their chapter should have emphasized this topic more.

The means of participants’ answers for the five ranked questions can be compared to illustrate what areas are emphasized in the sorority chapters of the participants (Figure 7). Question 10 asked participants to rank how much their chapter encouraged members to apply for leadership positions within the chapter, and the mean of the participants’ rankings was 8.22. Likewise, Question 12 asked participants to rank encouragement for leadership positions in other organizations outside of the chapter and had a mean ranking of 7.12. Question 14 asked participants to rank their chapter’s encouragement to participate in political discussion and advocacy and had a mean ranking of 5. Question 16 asked participants to rank their chapter’s emphasis on women in professional and political environments and the mean ranking was 6.49. Question 19 was only for alumnae and asked them to rank their sorority experience’s impact on preparation for their future careers. The mean ranking for this question was 7.64. According to these rankings, leadership within the chapter was encouraged more than leadership positions outside of
the chapter. Encouragement to participate in political discussion and advocacy was ranked lower than all other categories. Both Question 16 and 19 involved the sorority experience’s ability to prepare members for their future careers, and Question 16, which asked both current and alumnae participants, had a lower ranking. These means show how different areas are emphasized more or less in the participants’ sorority experiences.

**Figure 7**

![Comparison of Means](image)

The results of this survey were categorized into four categories: sorority leadership, acquisition of skills, political advocacy and discussion, and preparation for future careers. A major trend from these results is that survey participants overall had positive experiences in these categories, even if they indicated desire for future growth. The next chapter will provide analysis to these results and draw connections to the previously discussed literature.
CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION

Analysis

Survey results indicate that the participants of this study had consistent outcomes from their sorority experience as the outcomes that were discussed in the literature. This analysis, broken down into the same sections as Chapter 5, discusses comparisons that can be made between skills and experiences acquired from sorority membership to the preparation of women entering political careers. The results of this survey also reveal that respondents developed traits that are recommended for successful political leadership, such as building leadership experience, acquiring relevant skills, and having a support system of encouragement and empowerment. This analysis will compare the themes of survey results with the existing research discussed in the literature review.

Sorority Leadership

Several comparisons can be made between survey results on sorority leadership and the existing literature on sorority outcomes and women’s political preparation. Question 8 of the survey asked participants why they decided to run for their leadership position by selecting which reasons applied to them (Figure 4). The most popular response was “To better my organization.” The frequency of this response is consistent with existing literature regarding leadership styles and motivations. For example, research has found that women are more likely than men to pursue leadership opportunities in order to better their communities and society, rather than for personal gain and power.\textsuperscript{102} This result is also consistent with research on sorority leadership styles. Cory’s research found that sorority leadership is “leadership that focuses on the

\textsuperscript{102}Kathlene, "Words That," 28-29.
idea that leadership is a process of people together attempting to accomplish positive change,” otherwise known as values-congruent leadership. This style of leadership also means using social power for good, rather than themselves.\textsuperscript{103} The popularity of the answer “To better my organization,” demonstrates that the participants of the survey are learning and practicing this type of leadership style.

The response “To develop professional skills” was also commonly selected by survey participants for why they chose to run for a leadership position. This can be compared to literature emphasizing the importance of self-confidence and political socialization for women interested in political careers. A lack of confidence in their political viability and possession of skills necessary for the job are factors contributing to the underrepresentation of women in U.S. politics.\textsuperscript{104} The interviews conducted of female governors also demonstrated that the development of these skills is important, with Arizona Governor Jane Dee Hull advising women to begin developing these skills and experiences as early as possible, through a student organization or local government.\textsuperscript{105} The frequency of this response demonstrates that the participants of this survey are actively seeking to develop these skills, which could benefit them if they were to pursue political leadership or public office. Development of skills, in both literature and survey results, is discussed further later in this chapter.

Encouragement and empowerment were other major themes in the survey results regarding sorority leadership. For Question 8, “I was encouraged by other members” was tied for the second-most selections by participants, demonstrating that this

\textsuperscript{103} Cory, "The Influence," 103-104.
\textsuperscript{104} Fox and Lawless, "If Only," 321.
\textsuperscript{105} Madsen, Developing Leadership, 94.
encouragement is important for members interested in leadership opportunities. Likewise, two other questions on the survey asked participants to rank the encouragement the chapter gave them to apply for leadership positions both within and outside of the chapter. Respondents gave this encouragement average rankings of 8.22 and 7.12, respectively. Themes that emerged in the explanations for these rankings demonstrated that although internal leadership opportunities were more heavily emphasized by chapter members, their sorority experience still encouraged them to apply for positions outside of their comfort zone or explore new opportunities around campus. These elements of encouragement and empowerment are consistent with research on both sorority outcomes and women’s political experiences. Since women are less likely than men to receive personal encouragement to run for office from family and friends, the community of support that the sorority experience provides can be an important factor in women deciding to declare their candidacy.\textsuperscript{106} Likewise, the exposure to outside campus organizations, such as student government as some respondents described, can provide sorority members with the political socialization also important to a women’s self-perception of political viability. The theme of empowerment and communities of support in the survey results is also consistent with these values throughout the history of Greek life. The responses to these three questions of the survey demonstrate that these participants value the importance of personal support networks and empowerment.

A final comparison to be drawn between survey results and existing literature is the importance of positions and titles in sorority leadership. Long’s study found that sorority members are more likely to associate their leadership experience with positions

\textsuperscript{106}Lawless and Fox, \textit{It Takes}, 69-70.
and acquired responsibilities. The survey demonstrated that this was true for participants, as all respondents who answered that they had held a leadership responsibility were able to list the office or offices that they had held. The sorority leadership experiences of the survey respondents, in regards to goals, professional development, encouragement, and the importance of positional responsibilities, align with the research discussed in the literature review.

**Skills Acquisition**

This study also explored if survey respondents had similar experiences with developing the skills that were discussed in existing research. Since the first Greek organizations were founded, an emphasis has been placed on instilling values and skills into their memberships. Research has found that Greek organizations were often successful in developing these traits among their members. For example, Long’s study found that sorority and fraternity members have shown growth in the areas of friendship, service, scholarship, and integrity. Other studies found that Greek affiliated students showed higher levels of community service, overall campus involvement, and friendship and social skills than their unaffiliated peers. Greek students were also found to score higher on the Socially Responsible Leadership Scale, meaning that they had successfully developed skills in teamwork, collaborating with those with diverse opinions, and their sense of civic responsibility.

---

108 Torbenson, "From the Beginning," 22.
The results of the survey are consistent with the conclusions drawn from existing research. Question 9 asks participants to rank a list of 12 skills in order from “most-learned” to “least-learned.” The skills of social skills/making friends, public speaking, self-confidence, and peer communication were most frequently ranked as the most-learned skills. The skills of social media strategy, managing budgets, and event planning were frequently ranked as the participant’s least-learned skill. The frequency of these skills, particularly in those ranked most-learned, demonstrate that the participants of this survey have acquired the skills described in the literature review. Likewise, the skills that were typically ranked in the middle, such as time management, problem-solving, and listening, show that participants have been developing these skills, but could use additional focus. The intermediate ranking of time management is also consistent with Long’s research that demonstrated that the demands of sorority participation can reprioritize students’ time away from their schoolwork.\textsuperscript{112}

The skills of peer communication, teamwork, problem-solving, self-confidence, listening, and socialization, which according to their rankings the participants of this survey have developed, are also skills that are valued in women in politics. For example, interviews of mayors from across the United States have revealed that successful female leaders exhibit patience, cooperation with others, and listening skills.\textsuperscript{113} These skills were also described as characteristics of women in politics by Dianne Feinstein, a U.S. Senator from California. Feinstein said that female representatives are able to work in teams, cooperate with their peers, make connections with their constituents, and have confidence

in their leadership abilities.\textsuperscript{114} Other studies also found that these skills of teamwork, patience, and ability to form personal connections were important to the success of female political leaders.\textsuperscript{115} The results of this survey found that participants were developing similar skills to those described in existing research. In addition, according to research on female political leadership, these abilities are critical to success, suggesting that a sorority experience is one way to obtain skills to help prepare for a future political career.

\textit{Political Advocacy and Discussion}

This survey also asked participants about their sorority’s encouragement to participate in political advocacy and discussion. In comparison to rankings on encouragement regarding leadership positions, this category scored lower, with an average ranking of 5. Many participants explained that this was not a topic commonly discussed in their chapter. Others said that conversations concerning politics were encouraged to remain civil, reducing the ability to effectively communicate ideas and opinions. However, other participants had differing experiences, with their chapters providing the resources to join political groups, participate in student government, advocate for certain causes, and register to vote. These results can be connected to literature on the importance of political socialization for women interested in political careers. In order to increase a woman's sense of political viability, familiarization with the political process is crucial.\textsuperscript{116} In this way, the results of this survey demonstrate that sorority organizations have room for improvement in this area, although some chapters

\textsuperscript{114}Cantor and Bernay, \textit{Women in Power}, xv.
\textsuperscript{115}Tolleson-Rinehart, "Do Women," 154-158.
\textsuperscript{116}Fox and Lawless, "Uncovering the Origins," 499.
have already worked to provide their members with political experiences in advocacy and
discussion.

*Preparation for Future Careers*

The survey also explored the sorority experience’s ability to prepare members for
their future careers, through the lens of skills acquisition and empowerment. This was
tested through two survey questions. The first asked both current and alumnae members
to rank how much their chapter emphasized the importance of women in professional and
political careers. The average ranking for this question was 6.49. The second asked only
alumnae members to rank their experience’s impact on preparation for their future career.
This question saw a higher ranking, with an average of 7.64. The first question’s
explanations had themes that chapters did not emphasize these roles directly, but that
members were able to watch other older members and alumnae achieve politically and
professionally, providing them with role models. In contrast, the explanations for the
alumnae only question focused more on the technical skills that they learned in their
sorority experience.

Both the use of skills development and empowerment can be connected with
existing literature on sorority involvement and women in politics. First, the previously
discussed skills, including teamwork, communication, and leadership, allow women to
feel more confident in approaching professional and political careers. As noted in
Lawless and Fox’s research, it is important for women to feel capable and prepared when
making their decision to declare candidacy for political office.¹¹⁷ Second, the ability for
sorority women to witness their peers and role models succeed politically and

¹¹⁷Fox and Lawless, "If Only," 321.
professionally can help combat the societal bias and familial pressures that face women interested in politics. By knowing that other women have been able to tackle these obstacles, sorority women can better prepare for their careers. Finally, the sorority experience can provide members with the ability to professionally network. Through alumnae organizations and the similar experiences and rituals that unite members of a sorority, women can discover new opportunities through word of mouth or even stand out in a job application process. All three of these themes were indicated in the responses of survey participants, demonstrating that elements of professional development described in the literature review are being implemented in participants’ chapters to help them prepare for their future careers.

**Limitations**

This study has several potential limitations. First, this study focused only on the 26 sororities that are a part of the National Panhellenic Conference. This limitation was created because of my sphere of influence, as a member of a NPC organization. Surveying members of all types of sororities, including local chapters, interest-based, culturally-based organizations, would have improved this study’s capacity for understanding how the social organizations of sororities help women develop values needed for political leadership. This study could also be strengthened by accounting for the differences in Greek culture at different institutions; Greek life at Midwestern universities will be different than Greek life at universities in the American South. Likewise, this culture can differ at public institutions in comparison to private institutions.

---

118 Martin et al., "New Evidence," 543.
Another limitation of this study was the survey’s failure to differentiate between ages of current students. Rather, the study lumped all undergraduate members together, eliminating the ability to ask freshmen and sophomores if they planned to become involved in sorority leadership experiences in the future. This question would have been an opportunity to gauge whether certain personality types are more inclined to pursue these positions. Similarly, the study was limited in that it did not account for whether certain prior experiences made particular members more likely to pursue leadership experiences. For example, the survey could have asked current undergraduate members about their high school leadership experiences, and whether that impacted their decision to join a sorority.

Another piece of feedback I received on my survey was confusion on Question 9 (Appendix D) and how to rank skills that the participant already possessed before their sorority experience. For example, some participants did not know where to rank “social skills/making friends,” since they already possessed this skill before they joined a sorority. Some participants that had this confusion ranked this skill high, since they improved on it because of their sorority experience. Others ranked it low, since they didn’t believe they had learned it from their sorority experience. This confusion on how to rank skills that may have already been possessed before the participant’s sorority experience may have skewed results.

**Recommendations for Further Research**

There are several ways in which the research of this paper could be furthered in order to fully understand its conclusions. The following are suggestions for future
research in the topic of sorority participation and its preparation for women pursuing political involvement:

This study could be expanded to outside of the 26 National Panhellenic Conference organizations. A similar survey could be sent to other sorority organizations who are not members of the NPC in order to have additional focus on local, multicultural, or other interest-based sororities. To be able to compare and contrast responses from different types of sororities, the data from the survey could be kept separate. An expanded study in this field would allow conclusions to be drawn about the benefits from different types of sorority organizations.

In addition to the survey, the qualitative aspect of this study could be expanded through interviews. These interviews could be conducted of both current and alumnae members, and would allow them to provide more detailed descriptions of their sorority experience. Similar to the benefit of the explanations for the rankings in the survey, conducting interviews would allow researchers to understand why and how members had certain experiences.

Distribution of the survey could be expanded to include students who are not members of Greek organizations. This expansion could include both students who are involved in other campus organizations, such as athletics, and also students who are involved in no extracurricular campus organizations. This would allow researchers to compare the results of this survey between affiliated and unaffiliated students in order to see if the skills attained through the sorority experience are unique to sorority organizations, or if they can be experienced by unaffiliated undergraduate students as well.
This study could also be expanded to include recommendations on how to improve member experience. A section could be added to the survey to ask respondents what they would have liked to see from their sorority experience, and how their organizations could improve in the areas of professional development, empowerment, and political involvement. These improvements could include expanding leadership development skills and opportunities to new members or to those who do not hold leadership positions. These suggestions could be distributed to sorority organizations and tested for effectiveness by conducting another survey after their implementation.

Similarly, further research could also be done to understand how sororities can improve on teaching their members the skills that were ranked last in Question 9 of this survey (Appendix D). These skills included social media strategy, managing budgets, self-care, and event planning (Figure 6). This research could be provided to sorority organizations for suggestions on how to develop future programming on skills and values.

**Conclusion**

Throughout the Greek life’s history, fraternity and sorority organizations have aimed to provide their members with a premier higher education experience, by offering communities of support, a place to develop skills and values, and the opportunity to hold leadership offices. Sororities were created with the intent for women to have a safe space of empowerment and encouragement amidst male-dominated college environments. Today, this type of gender parity persists in the United States government, as it falls behind most of the developed world in female representation. This paper seeks to connect the sorority experience to the experience of women in politics. By understanding the
ability of the sorority experience to provide networking opportunities, leadership experience, and skills development, sorority membership is established as a viable opportunity to learn the skills necessary to overcome the obstacles facing them in political leadership.

This study’s survey, conducted of both current and alumnae sorority members, found that participants have consistently been developing the skills described as crucial for women’s success in politics. In the category of sorority leadership, participants demonstrated that they identified their leadership experience with elected positions, that they were encouraged to run by their peers, and that they pursued office to better their organization and develop skills. In the category of skills acquisition, this survey’s participants showed that their sorority experience taught them skills in teamwork, public speaking, self-confidence, and making friends. In political advocacy and discussion, results showed that this area was less emphasized in the participants’ sorority experiences. However, identified themes showed that chapters encourage their members to vote and engage in respectful political conversation. In the category preparation for future careers, participants answered that their sorority experience allowed them to professionally network, feel more confident in their skills and abilities, and have female role models already in the workforce.

Female leadership is important for a functioning democracy; it allows the American people to be more accurately represented in their government and to focus on issues that matter most to them. Since the creation of the first women’s fraternities in small bedrooms and classrooms in the face of adversity, sorority life has grown exponentially. Values and purposes have been expanded and honed, chapters and
organizations have spread throughout campuses across the continent, and more and more sorority women have become important leaders of society. If they could see this progress, certainly the founders of the first women’s fraternities would be amazed at how far their women have come.
Appendix A

List of National Panhellenic Conference Sororities

1. Alpha Chi Omega
2. Alpha Delta Pi
3. Alpha Epsilon Pi
4. Alpha Gamma Delta
5. Alpha Omicron Pi
6. Alpha Phi
7. Alpha Sigma Alpha
8. Alpha Sigma Tau
9. Alpha Xi Delta
10. Chi Omega
11. Delta Delta Delta
12. Delta Gamma
13. Delta Phi Epsilon
14. Delta Zeta
15. Gamma Phi Beta
16. Kappa Alpha Theta
17. Kappa Delta
18. Kappa Kappa Gamma
19. Phi Mu
20. Phi Sigma Sigma
21. Pi Beta Phi
22. Sigma Delta Tau
23. Sigma Kappa
24. Sigma Sigma Sigma
25. Theta Phi Alpha
26. Zeta Tau Alpha\(^{119}\)
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Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. In order to participate, you must be a past or present member of a women’s fraternity or sorority. Taking part in this research project is voluntary. Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to take part in this research project.

What is the study about and why are we doing it?
The purpose of the study is to understand how sorority leadership prepares women for postgraduate careers. About 500 people will take part in this research.

What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to take part in this study, you will be asked to take an anonymous survey that will take approximately five minutes to complete.

What risks might result from being in this study?
There are no risks in participating in this research beyond those experienced in everyday life.

How could you benefit from this study?
You might benefit from being in this study because of having an opportunity to reflect upon your sorority experience and how it has positively impacted your life. This research will also help
sororities help prepare their members better for post-graduate life and understand the importance of professional development.

**How will we protect your information?**

The records of this study will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by law. Any report published with the results of this study will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by law. To protect your privacy we will not include any information that could identify you. We will protect the confidentiality of the research data by storing the data on a password-protected hard drive. The survey will not ask for names.

However, given that the surveys can be completed from any computer (e.g., personal, work, school), we are unable to guarantee the security of the computer on which you choose to enter your responses. As a participant in our study, we want you to be aware that certain "key logging" software programs exist that can be used to track or capture data that you enter and/or websites that you visit.

It is possible that other people may need to see the information we collect about you. These people work for the University of South Dakota and other agencies as required by law or allowed by federal regulations.

**Your Participation in this Study is Voluntary**

It is totally up to you to decide to be in this research study. Participating in this study is voluntary. Even if you decide to be part of the study now, you may change your mind and stop at any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.

**Contact Information for the Study Team and Questions about the Research**

The researchers conducting this study are Kelli Susemihl, Julia Hellwege, Sarah Wittmuss, and Katey Ulrich. You may ask any questions you have now. If you later have questions, concerns, or complaints about the research please contact Julia Hellwege at Julia.Hellwege@usd.edu.

If you have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, you may contact The University of South Dakota- Office of Human Subjects Protection at (605) 658-3743. You may also call this number with problems, complaints, or concerns about the research. Please call this number if you cannot reach research staff, or you wish to talk with someone who is an informed individual who is independent of the research team.

**Your Consent**

Before agreeing to be part of the research, please be sure that you understand what the study is about. Keep this copy of this document for your records. If you have any questions about the study later, you can contact the study team using the information provided above.
Appendix D

Survey

Section 1: Personal Information

1) What university do you attend?

2) What is your major(s)?

3) When did you receive your Bachelor’s degree?
   I am currently earning a 4-year degree
   <5 years ago
   5-10 years ago
   11-20 years ago
   21-30 years ago
   30+ years ago
   I am no longer pursuing a 4-year degree, but have at one point.

Section 2: Sorority Experience

4) What sorority chapter are you affiliated with? (ex. Kappa Alpha Theta)

5) Why did you decide to join a Greek organization? (Check all that apply.)
   Service and philanthropy opportunities
   Environment to meet friends/support system
   Leadership opportunities
   Way to elevate social status
   Social gatherings/mixers
   Professional networking
   Other Please describe

6) Did you hold a leadership position in your chapter?
   a) Yes
   b) No

*If no, the survey skips to Question 9*

7) Which positions did you hold? (Please list.)

8) If yes, why did you choose to run for/accept this position? (Check all that apply.)
To boost my resume
To better my organization
To develop professional skills
To explore an area of interest
I was encouraged by other members

9) What skills have you learned from your sorority experience? (Please drag items to rank in order, with 1 being a skill most learned.)
   Public speaking
   Time management
   Managing money/budgets
   Teamwork
   Self-care
   Crisis management/Problem solving
   Communication with peers
   Social skills/making friends
   Social media strategy
   Event Planning
   Listening
   Self-confidence

10) How well do you feel your chapter encouraged members to apply for leadership positions within the chapter?
    Scale from 0-10

11) Please explain your previous ranking:

12) How well do you feel your chapter encouraged members to apply for leadership positions outside of the chapter/around campus?
    Scale from 0-10

13) Please explain your previous ranking:

14) How well do you feel your chapter encouraged members to participate in political discussions and advocacy?
    Scale from 0-10
15) Please explain your previous ranking:

16) How well do you feel your chapter emphasized the importance of women in politics and in professional environments?
   
   Scale from 0-10

17) Please explain your previous ranking:

**Section 3: Preparation for Future Careers**

18) Are you an alumnae of your college/university?
   
   a) Yes
   
   b) No

*If no, the survey will end.*

19) How well did your sorority experience prepare you for your future career?
   
   Scale from 0-10

20) Please explain your previous ranking:

*We thank you for your time spent taking this survey. Your response has been recorded.*
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